Incorporating Natural Energy Medicine into your Practice.
Detoxification
(Part 23)

There are hundreds of detoxification clinics around the country. And hundreds of detoxification
programs that people use to clean their bodies. I have always thought that when the body is working
correctly it detoxes itself 24 hours a day every day. Those individuals that have compromised
detoxification systems and are unable to maintain the elimination of toxins as fast as they take them in
will require occasional support to keep their body cleansed. So our idea of detoxification is threefold
and they all need to be performed simultaneously.
1. First we need to stop poisoning the body. This concept is as simple as the fact that you cannot
begin to heal a knife wound until you first remove the knife. Clean up our diet and eliminate foods
that are highly toxic. This deserves more than one sentence but the subject is much too large to
cover here in any depth. In the same light we poison ourselves in other ways also. We live in a
petrochemical world. Our personal care products from shampoo, soaps, toothpaste and makeup
all contain deadly poisons that you must begin reducing. The average American female will come
into contact with over 200 carcinogenic petrochemicals every morning getting ready for work.
They say that the number one reason for calls to the poison emergency lines is for children
eating toothpaste. Did you know that tooth paste was poisonous? Read the label to find out if
yours is. Then we have everything from the cleaners that we use to clean our house to the
poisons that we use to keep out bugs that poison our home environment. And we have not even
begun to talk about what we do outside of our home to keep our lawns and gardens bug free,
weed free, green and nice looking. They say that the most toxic place in our homes is under the
kitchen sink. This is where most people store their cleaners and other household products which
are contained in plastic bottles. Plastic bottles outgas the toxins through the containers. Under
the kitchen sink is also where many toddlers play to keep close to their moms and their moms
think this is the safest place for them to be so she can keep an eye on them. They say that the
average home would never pass the safety inspection for a work environment as it is significantly
more toxic than what would be allowed at any public work environment. To clean up your
personal care products and home is not that difficult today as there are many more nontoxic or
less toxic alternatives to choose from today than there was even 10 years ago.
Finally one thing that many individuals do not consider are the drugs and even the commercial
so called nutrition supplements that we take. Drugs are lethal poisons or they would not be
required to only be used under the supervision of a licensed physician. One of the most toxic
group of vitamin supplements we have ever encountered are prenatal vitamins especially the
ones by prescription. Fix the body so the patient can reduce the use of toxic drugs and select
quality whole food supplements.
Contact us for more information on where to go to learn about these subjects.
2. Next we need to fix the body’s detoxification systems. This is a major part of the General Health
protocol and our many organ and system programs. Evaluate your patient, select the programs
that relate to the compromised organs and systems and begin resolving their issues.
3. Then we have to begin cleaning the internal environment of your patient. There are many
different techniques and procedures Many providers utilize one form of Ion Foot bath or another.
Other providers utilize more dietary and nutritional detox procedures which we highly
recommend regardless of other procedures you use. Others also utilize Colonic Irrigation which

is many times necessary especially if there is a very chronic toxic bowel.
All three of these components are vital for any detox program unless you are just in the business of
detoxing patients. Then let them keep poisoning themselves and don’t fix them so they can detox
themselves and just keep doing the 3rd component. It makes good business sense but it does not really
help your patients in the long run.
For those that use ion foot baths as part of the chemical detoxification, LazrPulsr Therapy system has
multiple detox programs that complement and accelerate the functions of the ion foot bath. Besides
these programs there are multiple other detoxification programs built into the therapy system. These
require the provider to evaluate the compromised organs and systems and provide the therapy that is
needed.
This is a very common therapy that is available from many different providers so there is some
competition for this service. However, you will have a significant advantage over other clinics for two
specific reasons. First very few do more than detoxing their patients. They do not correct the issues
that caused the toxic system so they never really fix any problems. Then by utilizing the LazrPulsr
Therapy system you can make your procedures much faster and more effective. You can target the
specific organs and systems better than any other program. It is much more comfortable than most
other programs and requires less ridged dietary restrictions. Since everyone wants to get healthy but
no one wants to suffer in the process LazrPulsr system provides solutions for any detoxification
program.
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